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Abstract.   In this paper, the concepts of I-regular, I-normal and completely I-normal spaces have 
been presented utilizing the I-open notion.  Moreover, ,TI − -spaces, 5,4,3=i are also given.           
The similarities and dissimilarities between them and some other known corresponding types are 
discussed.  Also, some of their characterizations and several of fundamental properties have been 
established. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Recently, the topic of an ideal in topological spaces was comprehensively treated by 
general topologists, and many of their interesting properties were obtained. I-openness is 
one of these properties, which was introduced in 1991 by Jankovic and Hamlett [7] via 
the local function concept due to Viadyanathaswamy [15].  In 1992, Abd El-Monsef et al. 
[3] gave and studied both of I-closed sets and I-continuity.  Moreover, many results via 
ideals which studied in [3,7] are generalized in [4].  While, in 1995, Dontchev [5] defined 
each of I-Hausdorff spaces and I-irresolute functions and several of their properties are 
also offered.  Therefore, we devoted this paper to present both classes of I-regularity and 
I-normality.  The relationships between them and some types, which were defined before 
are investigated.  Also, we studied some equivalent definitions of each class.  Moreover 
several of their properties and both of images and inverse images of these new spaces via 
some types of continuous functions have been discussed. 
 
 
2.  Preliminaries 
 
Throughout this paper, ),( τX  and ),( σY  denote topological spaces on which no 
separation properties are assumed unless explicitly stated.  A nonempty collection 

)(XPI ⊆  is called an ideal if it is closed under the heredity and finite additivity 
properties.  The notation ),,( IτX  means a topological space ),( τX  with an ideal I on X. 
For any { }UxτUXUxτXx ∈∈⊆=∈  and :)(, .  If )int(and )( , AτAclτXA −−⊆  
are the closure and the interior of A with respect to ,τ respectively.  For a space ),,( IτX  
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and { })(eachfor,:)(, * xτUIUAXxIAXA ∈∉∩∈=⊆  denotes the local function 
of A with respect to I and τ  [15].  Also, XA⊆  is I-open [7], semi-open [11], preopen 
[10], and β-open [1], if ))(int()),int(()),(int( * AclττAAτclτAIAτA −−⊆−−⊆−⊆  
and (A))),int(( clττclτA −−−⊆  respectively.  The class of all I-open (resp. semi-open, 
preopen, β-open) in ),( τX  will be denoted by ),( τXIO  (resp. ),,(),,( τXPOτXSO  

),( τXOβ ).  While, { }WxτXIOWXWxXIO ∈∈⊆= ,),(:),( , and ατ  mean the class 
of all α-sets [12], given by ),(),( τXPOτXSOτ α ∩= .  In XAτX ⊆),,(  is δ-open 
[16] if it is arbitrary union of regular-open sets.  ),,( IτX  is I-Hausdorff [5] if for every 
distinct Xyx ∈, , there exists ),(, τXIOWW yx ∈  such that and, yx WyWx ∈∈  

∅=yx WW I .  While, ),( τX  is s-regular [9], p-regular [14] and β-regular [2], if for 
each Xx∈ and each closed set F not containing x, the two disjoint sets which are 
containing F and x are semi-open, preopen and β-open, respectively.  But, ),( τX is 
supra-normal denoted by s*-normal [11], if for each disjoint closed sets 21 , FF  there 
exists disjoint supra-open sets 21 , WW  having 2,1, =⊆ iFW ii .  Mashhour et al. [11] 
defined the classes of pre-normal space “denoted by p-normal” and β-normal space, also 
they showed that these types of spaces are considered as special cases of s*-normal.                     
A function ),,(),,(: JσYIτXf →  is I-irresolute [5], if ),()(1 τXIOWf ∈−  for each 

),( σYJOW ∈ . 
 
 
3.  On I-regular spaces 
 
Definition 3.1.  A space ),,( IX τ  is I-regular if for each closed set XF ⊆ and each 

FXx \∈ , there are disjoint ),(, τXIOWH ∈  such that WxandXF ∈⊆ . 
The implications between this new class of spaces with some corresponding types are 
given nextly. 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Remark 3.2.    
(i)  The reverse between I-regularity and p-regularity is not true in general, as 

Example (3.3) shows.  While the others studied in [2, 9,14]. 
(ii)  The independence between regular and I-regular spaces is illustrated throughout 

Examples (3.3) and (3.4). 
(iii)  I-regularity and p-regularity of ),,( ∅τX are equivalent, for .),(),,( ττ XPOXIO =∅  

I-regular space p-regular space [14] 

s-regular space [9] β-regular space [2]

regular space 
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Example 3.3.  If },{,}{,,{},,,{ cbaXτcbaX ∅==  and }},{,}{,}{,{ cbcbI ∅= .  One 
can deduce that a space ),,( IτX  is regular and therefore p-regular but it is not I-regular. 
 
Example 3.4.   Let }},{,,{with  },,,{ cbXτdcbaX ∅==  and }}{,{ dI ∅= . Then 

),,( IτX  is I-regular but not regular. 
 
Definition 3.5.  In a space ),,( IτX , the I-closure of any XA⊆  is the smallest I-closed 
set containing A and denoted by .)(Acll −  
 
The next result is an immediate consequence of an ideal closure operator. 
 
Proposition 3.6. For ),,( IτX  and ∅≠−∈⊆ AWiffAclIxXA )(,  for each 

),( xXIOW ∈ . 
 
Proposition 3.7.   The following properties are hold, for any ),,( IτX . 
(a) )()( BclIAclI −⊆− , whenever .BA ⊆  

(b) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−⊆−

∇∈∇∈
UU
α

α
α

α AclIAclI )( , while ∇∈∈ αXPAα ,)( . 

 
Theorem 3.8.   For a space ),,( IτX , the following are equivalent: 
(a) ),,( IτX  is I-regular. 
(b) Each member of )(xτ  contains the I-closure of member of ),( xXIO . 
(c) For each XA ⊆  and each τU ∈  such that ∅≠∩ UA  there is ),( τXIOW ∈  

having ∅≠∩ WA  and UWclI ⊆− )( . 
(d) For any XA ⊆≠∅  and each closed set F of X with ,∅=∩ FA  then there 

are disjoint ),(, τXIOWH ∈  such that ∅≠∩ HA  and WF ⊆ . 
 
Proof.    
(i)→(ii):  Let ),(xτU ∈  then UX \  is closed not containing x.  So, by (i) there are 

disjoint ),(, τXIOWH ∈  such that Hx∈  and WUX ⊆\ .  Hence 
.)(    UHclIHx ⊆−⊆∈  

(ii)→(iii): Assume )(XPA∈  having ∅≠∩UA  for some ,τU ∈  so letting 
UAx ∩∈ . By (ii) there is ),( τXIOW ∈  such that 

.)( UWclIWx ⊆−⊆∈  Also, one can deduce that .∅≠∩ WA  
(iii)→(iv):  Consider ∅=∩ FA  for a closed set F and for any .XA ⊆≠∅   This 

means that τFX ∈\  having ∅≠∩ )\( FXA .  By (iii) there is 
),( τXIOH ∈  such that ∅≠∩ HA  and X\F.HclI ⊆− )(   Putting 

),(\ HclIXW −=  then ),( τXIOWF ∈⊆ . 
(iv) → (i): It is follows by taking .}{xA =  
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Definition 3.9.   A space ),,( IX τ  is called 3TI −   if it is I-regular and -1T space. 
 
Theorem 3.10.  Each 3TI −   space is I-Hausdorff. 
 
Proof.   Let ),,( IτX  be 3TI −   and distinct Xxx ∈21 , .  Then each 2,1,}{ =ixi  is 
closed and jijixXx ij ≠=∈  and 2,1,for  }{\ .  By I-regularity of ),,( IτX  there 
exist disjoint I-open sets H, W such that WxHxx jii ∈⊆∈ and}{ where 

.and}2,1{, jiji ≠∈   This shows that ),,( IτX  is I-Hausdorff. 
 
The reverse of Theorem (3.10) is not true in general, as shown in the following example. 
 
Example 3.11.  Let },,,{ dcbaX =  with the topology }},{,,{ baXτ ∅=  and 

}}{,{ dI ∅=  one can deduce that a space ),,( IτX  is  I-Hausdorff but not .3TI −  
 
 
4.  On I-normal spaces 
 
Definition 4.1.  A space ),,( IτX  is I-normal if for each disjoint closed sets 21, FF  of 
X, there exist disjoint I-open sets 21 , WW  such that 2,1, =⊆ iWF ii . 
The connection between I-normality with some others are given as follows, 
 
 

I-normality 
 
 
 
 
 

 

while the converses need not be hold in general as the next examples show. 
 
Example 4.2. 

(i)  If },,,,{ edcbaX =  topologized by ,},,,{,},,{,},,{,},{,,{ dcbadbadcadaXτ ∅=  
.}},,,{ edca   Then ),( τX  is s*-normal but not normal.  While, if we take { }∅=I , it 

is clear that ),,( IτX  is I-normal. 
(ii)  For any X consisting of two distinct elements with a discrete topology D and 

)(XPI = .  Clearly ),( DX  is normal and therefore s*-normal but it is not I-normal. 
 
 
 

s*-normality [11] Normality 
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Theorem 4.3.  For a space ),,( IτX , the following statements are equivalent. 
(i)  ),,( IτX  is I-normal. 
(ii)  For each disjoint closed sets ,, 21 FF  there exists ),( τXIOH ∈  such that 

)(and1 HclIHF −⊆  is disjoint of  .2F  
(iii) For any closed set XF ⊆  and any τU ∈  containing F, there is ),( τXIOH ∈  

such that UHclIHF ⊆−⊆⊆ )( . 
 
Proof.  
(i)→(ii):   Let 21 , FF  be nonempty disjoint closed in an I-normal space ),,( IτX .  Then 

there are ),(, τXIOWH ∈  such that ∅=∩⊆⊆ WHWFHF and, 21 .  
Thus 2\\ FXWX ⊆ , this implies 2)( X\FX\WX\WclI ⊆=−  but H and its 
I-closure are in WX \ .   Therefore, 2)( X\FHclI ⊆−  hence the result. 

(ii)→(iii):  Assume F  is closed and τU ∈  such that UF ⊆ , then UX \  is closed and 
disjoint of F.  By (ii), there is ),( τXIOH ∈  having HF ⊆ and 

∅=∩− )\()( UXHclI . This gives UHclI ⊆− )(  and so 
UHclIHF ⊆−⊆⊆ )( . 

(iii)→(i): Consider any two nonempty closed disjoint sets 21 , FF  of X, then 
τFXF ∈⊆ 21 \ .  Applying (iii), there exists ),( τXIOH ∈  such that 

21 )( X\FHclIHF ⊆−⊆⊆ .  Therefore )()(2 τX,IOHclX\IF ∈−⊆  
and H  is disjoint of )(HclX\I − .  This completes the proof. 

 
Theorem 4.4.  If ),,( IX τ  is ,3TI −  then it is I-normal. 
 
Proof.   Let  21 , FF  be disjoint closed sets, and for every τ∈⊆∈ 21 \ FXFx , there 
exists ),( τXIOH x ∈ .   Since ),( τXIOH x ∈∪ [7] and by (ii) of Proposition (3.7), we 
get 21 \)())((}{ FXHclIHclIHxF xxx ⊆∪−⊆−∪⊆∪⊆∪= .  Hence ),,( IτX  
is I-normal. 
 
Example 4.5. Let },,,{ dcbaX =  with a topology }},{,}{,}{,,{ babaX ∅=τ  and 

}}{,{ cI ∅= .  Then ),,( IτX  is I-normal but not .3TI −  
 
Definition 4.6.    An I-normal space which is 1T   is  .4TI −  
 
Theorem 4.7.   Each 4TI − is .3TI −  
 
Proof.   Let ),,( IτX  be ,4TI −  XF ⊆  be closed and Fx∉ .  Clearly }{x  is also 
closed and disjoint of F.   I-normality of ),,( IτX  gives disjoint ),(, τXIOWH ∈  
having WFHxx ⊆⊆∈ and}{ .  Hence the result. 
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Definition 4.8.  A space ),,( IτX  is completely I-normal if for any two separated  
subsets A, B of X, there are disjoint ),(, τXIOWH ∈  such that .WBandHA ⊆⊆   
While a completely I-normal space, which is a -1T space is an -- 5TI space. 
 
Theorem 4.9.  Every completely I-normal space is I-normal. 
 
Proof.  This is obviously by the fact that each pair of closed disjoint sets is separated. 
 
 
5.  Properties of I-regularity and I-normality 
 
Note that if I and J are ideals on X with ,JI ⊆  then for any )()(, ** IAJAXA ⊆⊆  [6]. 
This fact is useful to present the following result. 
 
Proposition 5.1.  If I and J are ideals on X having .JI ⊆   Then ),,( IτX  is I-regular           
(I-normal) if ),,( JX τ  is J-regular (J-normal). 
 
Proof.  It is follows by the fact that ),,(),,( IτXIOJτXIO ⊆  when .JI ⊆  
 
Lemma 5.2. [7]  In ),,( IτX  if ,τ∈U  then ,)()()( ** IAUIAU ∩⊆∩  for any .XA ⊆  
 
However, any subspace of I-regular (I-normal) spaces is I-regular (I-normal).  To show 
this fact, we first state the next result. 
 
Proposition 5.3. For a space ,),,( IX τ  if τ∈U  and ),( τXIOW ∈ .  Then 

),( UUIOWU τ⊆∩   [5]. 
 
Proof.  Since ))((int))((int)(int IAUIAUWU ** ∩−⊆−∩−⊆∩ τττ  

)()(int IAU *∩−⊆ τ  {see Lemma (5.2)}.  Moreover, )()(int * IWU ∩−τ  

)()(int *
UU IAU ∩−⊆ τ   for .ττ ⊆U   Thus WU ∩  is I-open in U. 

 
Theorem 5.4.  Every open subspace of I-regular (resp. I-normal, completely I-normal) is 
I-regular (resp. I-normal, completely I-normal). 
 
Proof.  Let ),,( IτX  be I-regular and .τ∈Y   To show that ),,( YY IτY  is I-regular, let 

YK ⊆  be closed and .\ KYy ∈   This shows that, there exists closed XF ⊆ with 
.FYK ∩=   I-regularity of ),,( IτX  means that there are disjoint ),(, τXIOWH ∈  

having XF ⊆  and .Wy ∈   Above proposition illustrates that WYHY ∩∩ ,  are 
open-YI  sets which are containing K and y, respectively.  Hence the result.  While, the 

other cases are similar to I-regularity. 
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Corollary 5.5.   Any open subspace of -iTI − space, 5,4,3=i  is  ,iTI − .5,4,3=i  
 
Corollary 5.6.  Each regular-open and each δ-open subspace of an I-regular, I-normal, 
completely I-normal and -- iTI space, 5,4,3=i   is also. 
 
Lemma 5.7.    For any space ,),,( IX τ  we have 
(a) ),(),(),( τXOβτXPOτXIO ⊆⊆   [3]. 
(b) If ,),(),( ττ XPOBandXSOA ∈∈  then ),( AτAPOBA ∈∩   [13]. 

(c) If ,),( τβτ α XOBandA ∈∈  then ),( AτAOβBA ∈∩  [1]. 
 
Theorem 5.8.  
(i)  If ),,( IτX  is I-regular and ),( τXSOA∈  (resp. τA∈ ), then a subspace 

),,( AA IτA  is p-regular (resp. β-regular). 
(ii)  Any semi-open (resp. α-set) subspace of I-normal is p-normal (resp. β-normal) 
 
Proof.  This is immediately by Lemma (5.7). 
 
For any function, one can observe that the image of any ideal is also ideal. 
 
Theorem 5.9.  For a bijective continuous .))(,,(),,(: IfYIXf στ →   If 1−f  is                    
I-irresolute and ),,( IτX  is I-regular, (I-normal and completely I-normal) then 

))(,,( IfσY  is also. 
 
Proof.   Let K  be closed in Y and KYy \∈ .  By hypothesis )(1 KfF −=  is closed in X 

not containing .)(1 yfx −=  I-regularity of ),,( IτX  gives there are disjoint 
),(, τXIOWH ∈  with HF ⊆  and .Wx∈   But )(Hf  and )(Wf are I-open sets in Y 

containing K and y, respectively which complete the proof.   While the proofs of the other 
cases are similar. 
 
Theorem 5.10.  The inverse image of I-regular, (I-normal and completely I-normal) 
space under a closed I-irresolute bijection is I-regular, (I-normal and completely                  
I-normal) space. 
 
Proof.   Let ))(,,(),,(: IfσYIτXf →  be bijective closed I-irresolute and ))(,,( IfY σ  
is I-regular.  To shows that ),,( IτX  is I-regular, let XF ⊆  be closed and FXx \∈  
and so, )(FfK =  is closed in Y and .\)( KYxfy ∈=   Hence, there exist disjoint 

),(, σYIOWH ∈  having HK ⊆  and .Wy ∈  I-irresoluteness of f means that 
)(),( 11 WfHf −−  are disjoint I-open sets in X containing F and x, respectively.  Hence 

the result.  While, the other parts follow by the above technique. 
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